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OMHG is a friendly community of creative entrepreneurs sharing 
the ups and downs of building creative businesses and handmade 
lives since 2010. Our site was rebranded and designed in 2013 as an 
online community centre for global creatives. Collaboratively led by 
editor Jessika Hepburn, a team of diverse contributors, and a vibrant 
community of entrepreneurs, OMHG has supported thousands of 
creatives internationally on their business journey.  Our story is
more than numbers or data - we are writing it together every 
day and welcome you to join in the adventure!

MEET OUR COMMUNITY OF GOODNESS

JANUARY  to  APRIL 2013
100-200k+ visitors monthly

2-3000+ pageviews daily

5000+ daily readers

7000+ Twitter followers

2000+ weekly mentions

7000+ Facebook fans

270000+ page impressions

Klout score 61

Awesome score 100

GATHERING WEEKLY SINCE 2011
Every Thursday from 1-2PM EST 
to learn and connect at #OMHG

KEEPING IT FRESH WITH MONTHLY THEMES
3 years exploring monthly topics 

from ethics to DIY branding 

3,260,591 unique visitors since ‘10
1000 + posts, 15000+ comments

SHARING GOODNESS  DAILY SINCE 2010

Now that you’ve got an overview of what got us here, let’s take a look at where and who we are now...

http://ohmyhandmade.com/omhg


In early 2013 we launched the Aeolidia 
designed Oh My! Handmade as an 
online community centre and gathering 
place for friendly creative entrepreneurs.  
Like a community college and best 
friend’s house rolled into one, OMHG is 
accessible, welcoming, packed with 
resources and open globally 24 hours 
a day! Entrepreneurship no longer 
needs to be isolating or inaccessible, 
with our community driven content, 
marketplace of services & supplies,  and 
peer led member community OMHG 
offers a number of safe places to share 
our creative adventures.  

We have handmade in our business 
name but are so much more. We are 
makers of all stages and styles, the 
creative services & supplies for running 
a small business, and the cheerleaders 
that support us. Diverse in skills, goals, 
locations, perspectives, colours, ages, 
faiths, incomes, and businesses, we are 
united by a love of creative collaboration 
and community. 

Knowledge sharing and a network of 
cheerleaders are what define OMHG, 
we welcome you to join in building our 
community together. 

THE BRAND NEW OMHG: 

Welcome to the friendliest
  neighbourhood in town!

Creative Marketplace

The businessy galaxy of services & 

supplies for entrepreneurs is vast 

so we’ve gathered some of the 

very best designers, print shops, 

events, resources & more together 

into one place. Click here to visit our 

marketplace or become a vendor.

>> SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION <<

CLICK TO READ OUR ABOUT PAGE
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http://aeolidia.com/
http://marketplace.ohmyhandmade.com/
http://marketplace.ohmyhandmade.com/apply-now/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/about/


WHAT MAKES US AWESOME:  Our Community

Unicorns, cupcakes, and the coolest people ever-oh 
my! Every Thursday from 1-2pm EST 20-50 creative 
entrepreneurs gather on Twitter with the #OMHG 
hashtag to talk about topics related to our monthly 
themes, connect, collaborate and fill the internet 
with goodness for one never-long-enough hour. 
Started in February 2011 as a way to take online 
connections one step further they have grown into 
a weekly ritual for our community. We often have 
co-hosts join to share their knowledge and always 
leave refreshed, empowered, and supported.

We’ve been exploring monthly themes together for over 3 years! Every month we explore 
a new theme from our multiple unique perspectives - ethics, motherhood, DIY branding, 
summer camp for creatives and all the goodness inbetween.  Many of our posts are 
submitted or collaborated on by our community of makers and entrepreneurs.  Click through 
to visit four of our most popular themes from 2013, a teensy selection of posts, or adventure 

through the archives. 
       TOUR OUR ARCHIVES:      2013     2012     2011     2010

LEARN MORE ABOUT #OMHG & HOW TO JOIN IN
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#OMHG: Community Chat

http://ohmyhandmade.com/category/camp-omhg/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/07/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/03/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/04/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2012/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2011/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2010/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/tutorials/happy-campers-camera-strap-tutorial-camp-craft/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/tutorials/lets-create-a-repeat-pattern-in-photoshop/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/prints-printables/camp-omhg-printable-party-pack/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/what-we-love/diy-neon-polka-dot-tea-towels/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/what-we-know/free-screensaver-start-right-now/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/small-business-tips/reimagine-mentorship-each-one-teach-one/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/businessy-goodness/diy-business-card-case/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/small-business-tips/self-discipline-be-the-boss-of-yourself/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/what-we-love/you-can-grow-ideas-in-the-garden-of-your-mind/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/marketing-pr/feature-perfect-etsy-shop-product-photography/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/small-business-tips/sweet-eventides-infringement-casestudy-resources-to-protect-yourself/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/contributors/pricing-happiness-part-2/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/omhg/
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MEET THE TEAM:  Our Contributors
Our contributors and community submissions are what 
make OMHG awesome. Each of them has diverse skills & 
stories they share with us every month. Click through to visit 
our contributor page + read posts from our growing team!

There are oh so many more lovely faces to meet right here. 

http://ohmyhandmade.com/contributors/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/contributors/


MEET THE TEAM:  Our Contributors
JESSIKA HEPBURN,

Community Cheerleader
I sat on my first board of directors at 9 years old, directed 
an arts empowerment summer camp for inner city kids 
at 19, and worked for over 50 non-profits and co-operatives 
before my 21st birthday.  Now I use my community building 
super powers as cheerleader of OMHG to connect and 
collaborate with creatives from all over the world.

Where others see competitors I see collaborators so it is 
no surprise that my business looks a lot like a cooperative. 
After years of working with entrepreneurs, co-ops, non-
profits +  social enterprises I am convinced that innovation 
starts where creativity and community are supported. 
By putting this to work for OMHG our site has grown from 
a little blog to the amazingness you see today.

I’ve spoken on community at Altitude Summit in Salt 
Lake City, led a workshop at Spark Retreat in New Mexico, 
and visited with Etsy in Brooklyn.  When I’m not spreading 
the Oh My! goodness you can find me developing or 
designing communities for clients like Lucky Break 
Consulting and Playful Learning. The rest of my days are 
filled with  mothering, puttering, and building community 
with my family in a little pink house in the storybook 
village of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.   

9 STORIES FROM MY DESK

We’ve popped up all over the 
place with features,  interviews, 
and shout outs online +  in print.
Many of our contributors have 
also been approached for online 
and print features after having 
been found by editors  on OMHG.

Outside of online & print press 
our posts have been shared 
across the internet (& by word 
of mouth) by influential  and 
amazing supporters too many 
times to count - thank you to 
everyone who has championed 
us! 

OH MY: Out + About
  click here to see 480+  OMHG posts by jessika Visit Jessika’s about page
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http://ohmyhandmade.com/2012/what-we-love/the-shoes-that-sparked-my-confidence-stepping-into-myself-success/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/contributors/exceeding-expectation-my-alt-summit-experience/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/what-we-love/dont-compare-your-inside-to-someone-elses-outside/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2011/small-business-tips/copycats-copyright-keeping-our-handmade-community-safe/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2011/what-we-love/60-ways-to-build-community-save-your-sanity-change-the-world/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2012/omhg/submit-your-business-for-a-community-critique/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2011/what-we-love/how-to-really-love-motherhood/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2013/prints-printables/community-challenge-create-every-day-acts-of-happiness/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/2011/what-we-love/this-little-light-of-yours-mama-will-let-it-shine/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/author/ohmyhandmade/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/jessika/


MEET THE OMHG FAMILY: Stories from Our Community 
DYANA VALENTINE, www.dyanavalentine.com
I love the Oh My Handmade community because there is a sincerity here 
that I’ve rarely found elsewhere. I am honored to be part of a community 
of feelers and makers who are not only here to promote their own work, 
but committed to promoting each other. My work is fairly cerebral and 
emotional, however, it is essential to me to build my capacity to express 
my work in practical, tangible ways. I’m here on the planet support and 
be supported--and I get to do and receive here at Oh My Handmade in 
ways I had only imagined before. YYYAAAYYYY!!

JENELLE MONTILONE, www.trashn2tees.com
I’ve experienced first hand the impact that is made- the ideas that are 
shared- the unspoken permission that is given to innovate, achieve, 
fail, and succeed. The Oh My! community is unlike any others; where 
entrepreneurs and creatives are working in collaboration opposed to 
competition. Relationships are fostered on a basis of not what I can get, 
but rather how can I give & support. The personal connections I’ve made 
here have helped me to grow & thrive not only as an entrepreneur, but 
as a mother, a community leader, and a social innovator. 

I’ve been gifted the unique opportunity to foster even deeper 
connections within the community offline- meeting, adventuring, and 
collaborating with more than 15 amazing woman. I’m forever grateful 
for real life experiences shared, vulnerability lived, and unique flavor each 
woman (and man) bring into our creative space.themselves and the 
world around them. And really, who wouldn’t want to be part of that?

COLLEEN ATTARA, www.colleenattara.com
All I can say is that the people that I have met through the OMHG 
community are part of my support system. I have had a question late 
at night, tweeted it and someone shows up trying to help me figure it 
out. We come together from different countries, states and continents 
but it is like we are all just inches apart in the same room. Jessika has 
created a place where ideas are valued, collaboration is applauded 
and we lift each other up so we all stand taller. I truly understand 
community now and I am so glad to have shown up here and been 
given a warm blanket and a virtual cup of tea. I have shared my story  
and learned about so many other people through their stories. I show 
up everyday in some way to give my support and to be supported. As 
this community continues to grow, so does my creative business and 
that is not a coincidence. I am so grateful to Jessika for sustaining this 
special environment. It is magical. I add a OMHG hashtag and a whole 
community is behind me. And I am behind them.
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http://dyanavalentine.com/
http://trashn2tees.com/
http://www.colleenattara.com/


JOIN THE CREW: Become A Sponsor 
Over the years OMHG has worked and built connections with brands and small 
businesses to create sponsorships that are valuable for our community and 
supportive of our work. Just a few of our past & present supporters include 

View current sponsorship offerings by clicking here

click through to see all our sponsored posts:
Become a part of our network of sponsors 
and supporters by joining our Creative 
Marketplace, purchasing a sidebar ad or 
sponsored post. If you are interested in 
collaborating with OMHG long term or 
starting a creative partnership becoming an 
OMHG advertiser or marketplace member 
is the first step. When you make your 
purchase please submit your ideas for how 
we could work together!

Need the numbers? On the next page at 
the top right are 30 day stats for an average 
sidebar ad over 21 days in 2013. To the left 
are May-June 2013 traffic stats from our 
web host WPEngine. Not including random 
spikes (of up to 1 million) in traffic our visitors 
have been consistent at 200k visits per 
month since 2012. 

Our community of social media followers 
and subscribers has grown steadily. On the 
next page you can also get a better view 
of our demographics and rate of growth. 
In a three month period we had over 750 
new Twitter followers and 990+ Facebook 
fans. These rates of growth have also been 
consistent since 2012.  

Since the launch of our new site community 
engagement has skyrocketed with some 
users returning up to 50 times a week! 
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http://ohmyhandmade.com/product-category/advertising/
http://ohmyhandmade.com/category/oh-my-sponsors/
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Get InTouch!
TWITTER      FACEBOOK       INSTAGRAM

EDITOR@OHMYHANDMADE.COM 902-448-1748

PO BOX 1690 Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, Canada

W W W . O H M Y H A N D M A D E . C O M

Thank you to all our contributors + community members, our incredible team at 
Aeolidia (Arianne Foulks, Lauren Hardage & Zoe Rooney) for our new brand and 
website. This Paper Ship for our amazing logo and illustrations & Gaia Cornwall 
for our theme and #OMHG illustrations. OMHG wouldn’t be possible without you!

https://twitter.com/ohmyhandmade
https://www.facebook.com/ohmyhandmade
http://instagram.com/ohmyhandmade
mailto:editor@ohmyhandmade.com
http://WWW.OHMYHANDMADE.COM
http://aeolidia.com/
http://thispapership.com/
http://www.gaiacornwall.com/

